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n HATHAYOGA AS HOLISTIC SYSTEM OF MEDICINE-
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ABSTRACT

n
This is an age of pollution and people are busy with their daily

" work in a greater degree'than ever before with increased stress and

strain. Saine of the present systems :of medicine including allopathy
are inadequate to fulfil the demands of the tirne , Humanity is at the

cross roads not kno wing which way to turn;. There d~es not appear

to be an alternative but to seek remedy in hotistio medicine. which is

the treatment of the person as II whole- the body. mind. spirit and

senses, It appears that there is no one school' ofrnedicine which

will completely help the ailing humanity. It is high time that all

.branches of medicine get together, Mankind has to ta ke advantage

of all svsterns. In, the treatment of phvsical ailments holistic. doctors
are combining traditional medical techniques with the more

unconventional methods with focus on the mind. spirit and senses,

Hypnosis, acupuncture. acupressure. osteopathy, 'psychip ,a[1<;Ispi ritua I ,

healings and meditation are uti lized as adjuncts to traditional therapy,

).,

The paper aims at clarifying some misunderstandings of 'this'

system if! the hope that the practitioners lilt other systems of medicine

m~y ~se this system for prevention and cure of diseases. This is a
challenging task but worthwhile to eliminate or alleviate human

sufferinq,

This is ah age of pollution of Water, air and food due to rapid
industrialization, consequent to the development of science and techno-
logy, Pollution leads to various disorders, Nature k1S its own various
remarkable and valuable ways 'of' curing diseases. .The common vege-
tabtes which form part of 'daily food have various medicinal properties.
The proper utilisation of food, waterand air areqreater challenqe to the
present worfd. Some of the present condition's at theworld withcivil
wars starwars and space sickness etc 15 are increasihg the rate of 'mental
tension among people.

"-"._ - _--------'--
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Some of the present systems of medicine including allopathy are
inadequate to fulfil the demands of the time. Humanity is at the cross
roads not knowing which way to turn. An attempt has been made in
this paper to study the role of alternate medicine for total health care i.e.
holistic medicine.

Despite the advancement of science, technology and medicine, there
has been a spurt in diseases. It appears that there is no one school of
medicine which can completely help the ailing humanity. A recent
report says that many basic drugs made in India are harmful; more than
10,000 of the basic drugs produced in the country are worthless and
nearly 40 percent of them are either harmful or potentially hazardous,
the voluntarv health association of India claims."

There are certain short comings in Allopathy, Unani, AyurVf da.
Homoeopathyand Naturopathy. It is high time that all branches of
medicine get together. Mankind has to take advantage of all the systems.
There does not appear to be an alternative but to seek remedy in holistic
medicine.

CONCEPT OF HOLISTIC SYSTEM:
The word holistic is derived from the Greek word halos which means

entirety or completeness of a substance. In most medical and psycholo-
qicat tre atrnsnts, ths sprntu al dimension of life is discounted.! Many
people have begun to recognise the one-sidedness of particular
approaches to treatment: patients and phvsicians alike are seeking to
supplement pharmacological and surgical treatment with diet, exercise,
biofeedback, and other ancillary. But this is not holistic treatment.

HOLlSTfC ASPECTS OF HATHA YOGA:
Yoga applies the process of purification to all aspects of the human

being. The ecological situation in which consciousness frnds itself
includes the human being. his environment, his body and all its functions-
the air he breathes and the food he eats, his relationship With others and
his manner of relating himself to others, his emotional states and habits,
desires and thoughts. Yoga is truly a holistic science.

In the more orthodox western therapies. the mind. body andspir it
are saparated into tru ea distinct areas, with specialists to deal with each
of them independr nlly. However. in the Yogic model. medical.
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psychological and spiritual needs are dealt with synergistically. The Yoga
therapist treats the human being as a whole and seeks to understand
how the various aspects of a person function together. A fundamental
tenet of Yoga therapy is that there is body-mind-spirit-integration.

Ayurveda has certainly influenced and consequently contributed a
good deal to the Hathayogic school. For instance, in the case of physical
imbalances and diseases, Hathayoga has fully accepted the Ayurvedic
theory of tnaose in principle and practice] o. Yogendra emphasised that
Ayurveda accepted Yoga as the superior system and even exhorted that
whenever Ayurveda failed to give results, recource should be made to
YogaH.

The use of psycho-physical prances for the eradication of disease is
a special contribution of Hathayoga. The yogic practices are selected
on the basis of deha prekvti . Ayurvedic references in Hatha Yoga have
already been explicated and reported by the present writer.~s

Hathayoga as a holistic system does not consist of mere kriyas and
treatment but lays great stress on control of diet, social attitude and per-
sonal habits so as to bring about beneficial changes in the whole of the
metabolic process. It is truly an integrated approach, treating man as a
whole] 2 It is recommended that the practitioners of other systems of
medicine may use yoga for prevention and cure of diseases.

ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE:
Alternative Medicine is, by definition, an alternative to some thing

else. That something else in our context is the modern rnedicine.s The
WHO during the deliberations at Alma Ata in 1978 defined health as a
holistic, psychosomatic state of a person rather than Simply as lack of
disease. This understanding, namely, well-being of both the mind and
body is very essential in the present context of physiological disorders
grossly outstripping the purely somatic diseases.t t

Modern medicine is technology oriented, expensive, doctor-centred
and basically alien to India. The traditional medicines are mostly local,
patient-centred, less expensive and, most important non-iatrogenic. The
source of a'?takarmas of Yoga is the paficakarmas of Ayurveda. While
Yogis use only pure water and air for such irrigations. in the paficakarmas
medicated solutions are prescribed instead.
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INFLUENCE OF AYURVEDA :

I Patartjati. the great exponent of Y6'ga (200 B,C.) saysih the
kalJv~/ya/J~daof' his Y6gasiitra that Siddhi' can be " attained 'evE,n by the
application tit"herbs1or medicines.f" ('a·u)adhi). In the commentary of 1

this S[lt~a,.2}!VyasQ'~ (5th c. A.D.) Vacsspati-" (980 A.D.) and Savana
I ' ~") " .' ! ), \/ I , I ' '." .. " , I

Madrava~ (~3~0'A.D.) sfly that Siddhi by: eusedhi refers to the school of
Yo~ins -:vh? att ained p'er~~ctio,n with the help of rasayana. In, Patanjali's I

Yalga.siitras,: vye get the. word vva dhi (disease) described as one of the
di~turbing factors of thy, rry,ird: But ~,atanjali daes not deal with thera-
peutic effects of Yaga anywhere in his siitras. Avurveda was considered

t l r " I , I l I _ •.~.., ' • I , '

as the system of therapeutics. In the warks of the medieval periad and
mainly in Hathayoga literature, we get a glimpse of Yoga having been
looksd at lram a therapeutical angle.

I _ ':
.vdir.a tha says the following in the fourth, pat ata of his 'Khecarl

Vidya',3

I 'f'u~a,dhena .v,ina,YQ~I na 'kvacit siddhirnapnuvat' sometimes the
Yagi is not able to achieve succ~ss, withaut the use of medicines; but
they are of a ka/pa type. '

. . ; I \ I

; Ma!syen~raniit~a21 (10~. A.D.), thetounder of Nathacult advocated
the treatment of diseases through 'rasayana', Srinivasa Bhatta Maha-
yagindra quoting' this important verse in Hatharetnavall (1-74) 'states as
Iollows :

I.' ' " ..J -'" I.'; f '. 1.-

"Rasarnare mare hemakare rnalajare jare roqahare ". By applying same
chemical process. gold can be qot, by burninq out the dirty things In the
ba~y ane can b~ fre~ f~am diseases .. .. '.

I Gorakbnatha'" (11 cent. A.D ) suppor ted the kayasiddhi in Amaraugha
Pra60dha' (1-28'): . F'lidher he says that no medical book can cure a
patient, so no. theoretical knowledge can make one a Yogi (74) :

"Kav enaiva parrkse ta val<pa~uh.k.im,kari~yati
cik usapathamatreua roginah kim kar isvati ".

,
In the wark of ,\tmarama7 (1534-1634 A.D ).the welt-known author of
Ha~~pl?r~dipika ,(V-2n ,t~e actual use of drugs is not mentianed but
references to. the medical concept are ~ol,tnd (ausadhikathanarn) . e.q :
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"Vaidyasastroktavidhina kr ivarn kurvlta vatnatah
Kurvadvoqacikitsarn ca sarvaroqesu rogavit"

.\tmarama had conceived quite a big range of diseases (14) like chest
pain, pain in the sides, backache, headache, asthma, blood infection etc.
and considered remedial measures to cure thern.>

Ayurvedic ideas of Hat haratnavali of Srlnivasabhatt a Mahayogindra~l
(1625-1695 A D.) have already been reported by the present author.

In Satkarma Sanqraha '! (17 cent) of Raghava, attempts have also
been made to synthesise the basis of panchakarmas with that of setkermes.
Several herbs and their powders are prescribed for a number of diseases
along with yogic pract.ces.

Sundaradeva!? of Hai ha Sanketa Candrika (1675-1775 A.D.) was a
vaidya as a well as a yogi. It is important to note the unique classification
of Yogasanas followed In the above work by Sundaradeva in trido-e con-
cept i.e. vat a, pitta and kapha.

Vemana a famous yogjl6 poet (1550-1650 A.D.,) of Andhra region was
an expert in Ayurveda end Siddha. He advocated the use of Ayurvedic
medicines including bhasmas of iron, gold, etc.

ANDHRA SCHOOL OF KRIYA YOGA (SIDDHA) :

In Andhra there appears to have flourished a school of kriyayoga the
origin of which is attributed to Agastya and not to Patanjali. It is repor-
ted by Malayandi that one of the inscriptions In the Kurnool cave is
interpreted to mean 'Siddhantamu': Who was the author of this
Siddhanta philosophy? There is ample evidence to show that it was
taught by lord Daksinarnurti. He was the author of Yoga: he was a great
teacher. Where did he teach and who were his disciples? Saint
Manickavacagar in his Thiruvasagaram (3rd cent A D.) had referred to
the great teacher Dalesl)amfHti having given his first ever sermon on the
mount in Mahendragiri (Srikakulam Dist of A.P.). Among his famous
disciples were Aqastva and Nandivar ai-. A work entitled 'Kriyayoga'
(manuscript) by GJnnepll,li\diveI1katayogi (17th c. A.D.)8 attributes
kriyayoga to Agastya. This work contains two chapters treating yogic
practices in the first chapter and the preparation of rasayana like
sindhi"lram, its utility along with yogic practices and the greatness of
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Ramatarakamantra in the second. Here the author upholds the great sage
Agastya as the orginator of kriyayoga. This is clear in the following
verse:

Utpanno yogamiirgoyam bhavata sthapitah punah

From this it appears that there existed an independent Yoga method
which was lost and was later reestablished. At other places in the work
Agasthya is mentioned as the originator of Kriyayoga :

"Apastvo Yoqinarn sresthab kriyayogamakalpayat" (1-63)
•.Ayameva kriyayogohyagastyamunina krtah" (1-69)"

From these it appears that there existed an independent treatise On

kriyayoga by Agastya.

Kriyayoga is considered to be the greatest of all yogic practices.
The fear of death IS removed and all diseases are cured. It gives strength,
energy, skill and tranquility of the mind. This is the aim of kflyayoga
described in the text as follows:

"krivavoqakrarnovarn hi rnahavoqaikasadhanarn

mrtvubhltiprasarnanarn sarvaroqanivaranarn

balapust.ipradam prajfiacittasantikararn punah" (I-52)

In short it has the aim of 'Kayasiddhi' with sindtsr« bhasma.
"Bhaksavetkavasiddhvartham sindhuram sarvasiddhidam"'.

This Krivavoqa is a rare combination of Yoga and rossvene. From
this we can fairly assume that this was a new modification of the
kriyavoga doctrine, as the author mentions rsssvsne and Yoga as the
means of salvation.s"

Some of the Yogic treatises of tradition may now be mentioned in
general and Andhra Yogis in particular who support the rasayana school in
their work.

Visvanatha Avadhuta 10 (1874 A.D.) mentions several herbs, bhasmas
and gurubhasmas in his yogic work Sanari Visvesvara Samvadarn In
Tclugu.
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SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF HATHA YOGIC THERAPY
It is found that yogic therapy has no diagnostic method of its own I

Hathayoga texts described a disease In terms of dhatuvai~amyaor the
triaose theory of Ayurveda.

Hatha yogic therapy has a wide scope in the life of an individual not
only to remove the ailments but also to maintain good health of the body,
mind and spirit. Sometimes one is not able to explain the rationale
completely but there are a number of cases where unbelievable or
miraculous results are obtained through Hathayogic therapy. It seems
that Hathayogic therapy works on the principles of establishing
"Homeostasis" in the organism as a whole.t

Hatha Yogic therapy can be effective only in some of the chronic,
functional disorders It does not seem to be useful in all diseases or the
disorders of acute and structural nature. This is where alternative
medical therapies can play an important role in health care. It is not the
intention to make a case for the abolition of allopathy. On the contrary,
it is recommended that by taking advantaqe of the best alternative
therapies and combining them with the finest in technological medicine,
people should be able to enjoy a standard of health at low cost.

Hatha yoga needs to be reoriented and standardized in the 21st
century in tune with modern technology and science. There is a great
need to subjective experience counterchecked by objective observation
and experimentation. It is unfortunate that some of the modern researchers
on fundamental research on Yoga do not include in their investigation
the role of diet and the psychological aspects of the practitioner.

OBJECTIVES OF THE PRESENT STUDY:
Within the limits of this study the following conclusions may be

drawn:

1. There is a great nsed for alternative medicine to achieve health tor
all by 2000 A D.

2. Hathayoga is viewed c1S a holistic system at the 21st century. The
aim of Hathayoga is to maintain the homeostasis of body, mind, and
spiri t.

3. The influence of Ayurveda and Siddha on Hathayoga from 10th
century A.D, to the 19th century is also summarized here.
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4. In certain cases, Hathayogins accepted the use of herbs and bbesmes
in their daily life.

5. It is advisable to make a synthesis of all medical systems.

6. This comparative survey of Hathayoga as a holistic system reveals
that some of the methods of Hathayoga can very well be adopted by
other systems of natural therapy.
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